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A Worship experience that ushers you straight into the presence of God. 10 MP3 Songs SPOKEN

WORD: With Music, GOSPEL: Traditional Gospel Details: THERE'S A FLOW is a culmination of music

and spoken word that evolves into a phenomenal worship encounter. This project was birthed after many

years of reluctancy. Being a true worshipper, Bishop Vaughn has taken many men, women, boys and

girls into a closer and more intimate relationship with the Lord as she has traveled across the globe

preaching, teaching and healing. Truly this recording is one that captivates the very essence of worship

and praise with recognition and great reverence to the Holy Spirit. 2 Sisters Publishing, who spearheaded

the development of material for this cd project, is a company founded by Bishop Corletta Vaughn and her

sister, Minister Ruth Sinclair. Minister Sinclair co-wrote and absolutely slams the lead vocals on

'Consecrate Me' with power and an incredible range. In addition to serving as half of this dynamic

publishing duo, Minister Sinclair is the Head Psalmist for the renowned Worship Team "Shachah" at the

Holy Spirit Cathedral of Faith in Detroit, Michigan. "Tis So Sweet" is a selection that Bishop Corletta

Vaughn revived and skillfully added into this great collection, which provides an opportunity for listeners to

embrace a great classic hymn. The title cut, "There's A Flow" is a work of worship that is almost unable to

be categorized. It is spoken word and worship combined with music to produce what we can only label as

an "EXPERIENCE." It is a song that certainly leads you on a quest for this "Flow" that Bishop Vaughn

clearly defines and provides direction for on the cd. "Holy Spirit, Deal With Me" has been the catalyst to

provoke submission, repentance and a stream of tears all across the nation. By the time you hear this cut,

you will be ready to re-surrender your life! Nationwide, the response has been recurring - upon hearing

the cd, listeners are 'arrested' by the power of God. There should be a warning sticker on the cd stating

"Caution - do not play this cd while driving!!!" In addition to being a powerful Worshipper, Bishop Corletta

J. Vaughn has certainly made a phenomenal impact in the Christian community. While she does not hail

as Detroit's only female Bishop, she is truly Detroit's first female consecrated to the Bishopric. Over the

years, Bishop Vaughn's ministry has taken her all across the nation for the primary purpose of "Knowing

God to Make Him Known" This is also the mandate for her organization, Go Tell It Ministry Worldwide, a
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Network of businesses, ministries and churches. Renowned for her unique ability to set order with a raw

and rare genuineness, it appears that one would either completely embrace or totally reject Bishop

Vaughn's ministry. There doesn't seem to be any middle ground for the absolute truth that she freely

delivers across the pulpit. With the release of her cd "There's A Flow", one of her many gifts is expressed

and her passion for God is ignited -compelling people from all across the country to join in the embrace.

Her dedicated life and drawing personality has produced a ministry that has effected and perfected lives

from the sanctuary, to restaurants, to gas stations, to the mall. Bishop Vaughn is known to be a catalyst

that invokes change. Traveling across the states to spread the gospel, conduct interviews and

conferences, she does not show any sign of slowing down in this race to save souls. As she empowers

those that come in contact with her, her ability to usher them into a more personal relationship with God is

inevitable. Bishop Vaughn encourages members and friends to stay focused, follow their dreams, and

always believe that once we give God free reign over our minds, all things then beceom possible through

the power of the Holy Spirit. More information can be obtained about the ministry of Bishop Corletta

Vaughn by visiting gotellit.org.
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